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Environmental Restoration Database


A.Introduction and Purpose
Environmental restoration projects face many challenges. Public awareness,
funding constraints, unpredictable weather, unknown biological/chemical
factors and the uncertainty about how the targeted ecosystem will develop work
against the planned and ideal restoration.
One way the projects’ efficiency can be improved is by using software tools
for data and quality management systems, in order to share information, make
field practice follow rules, keep track of maintenance tasks, measure results
and, therefore, increase the rate of success by the amount of resources
invested.
Since the conception of every project, all resources involved need to be
focused and coherent to the final restoration goals. Rework and mistakes are
highly undesirable and should be avoided.
Restoration works all over the world face these challenges. Add on top of that
the usual difficulty on resource allocation, labor issues and insufficient
knowledge of restoration professionals about good management practices,
restoration works can turn into a quagmire of wrong decisions, poor management
and waste of money. The sponsors won’t be happy with losses.
Restoration is a big business today, and whoever works in this area needs to
be cost efficient to win bids and be competitive. So, this is the main reason
a management system is necessary to implement good administrative practices
on restoration. Besides business management is not a skill frequently required
for environmental professionals, when it comes for a real life projects those
skills are essential. Like it or not, everything needs numbers, a figure,
which represents how much resources (i.e. money) will be taken from some
organization to be used on a restoration project. So, a management tool and
set of procedures/good practices established on a computer database will
definitely make restoration more productive.
Money and environment frequently are considered to be opposite to each other.
The fact is that without wise money usage the environment can’t be restored
or preserved. Sponsors are willing to pay for restoration costs, provided they
are necessary and justified. If they make profits or reduce losses, it’s even
better.
Good and correct information are crucial for a good job. A database can make
it available for restoration workers when needed, and it’s very true when many
projects and sites have to be managed simultaneously. One of the core
objectives of this project is to make restoration tasks easy to follow every
participant in the project. Online field access will bring information on what
to do on each site, preventing many errors during maintenance or monitoring.
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Furthermore, tasks will be updated by the field teams, reducing paperwork and
filling-out errors, while making possible a fast feedback of field work.
This is the reason why some guidelines and routines should be established,
with help of software tools, to make restoration more efficient with less
resources. This means also more successful restoration with the same
resources. It restoration works are efficient and successful, stakeholders
will be more likely to support their costs, either direct or indirect ones. A
good recordkeeping and monitoring routine can provide statistics and data to
demonstrate the good results, or early detect the fails. Good data and metrics
help the continuity of restoration projects and make statistical research much
easier. This data can be used later for research, saving a lot of time on data
tabulation.
Therefore, some duties could be safely delegated to people under training or
without advanced specialization and experience.
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B. Project Specifications
Every project requires some goals and minimum specifications. These items can
change during project’s phases, but they must exist to be the work guidelines.
These “customer” or “user” specifications were determined by the experience
on what can go wrong, or be missed, or become hard to find or determined on a
site restoration and greenhouse routine. After working for more than one year
on this job and comparing to previous work experiences, the developer
determined some tasks and data for which a better control would be highly
recommended for efficiency purposes.
These preliminary ideas were used as the first requirements and
specifications. During development, some improvements were done when feasible
or when they would add value to this tool. The use of free and low cost
software and hardware was sought as a way to prevent expensive maintenance
costs and license fees as much as feasible.
Later on, when developing and adapting this system for BNRC under a grant,
more features were added of adjusted to better fit the specifications of this
end user.
System specifications:












Area management screens with breakdown by project, site and section
(polygon). Recording of site characteristics relevant for restoration, maps,
links to restoration plans, coordinates, invasive species detected, address,
photos, etc.
Map visualization by links to Google Earth and other tools, like ArcGIS.
Budgeting of restoration works with resource allocation, including labor
and cost calculation hitherto and breakdown. Multiple budgets should be made
and recorded for projects, sites or sections.
Site Maintenance: task scheduling for sites, determined by site
characteristics, like infestation, periodicity. Issuance of Service orders
by e-mail for the supervisors/employees.
Orchard/Greenhouse plant inventory management. Calculation of plants
needed according site area and forecasts.
Plant species database with key data for field work (photos) and projects
Online and remote access for field work using internet to update and populate
the database hosted at a website. Easy access to checking the species to
keep and those to remove.
Storage and access of plant maps for determining location on site where tall
grass is present.
Recording of monitoring data, like planted species population, weed
infestation, using BRES* table data. It would be used either in the office
or during field work, provided internet access is available at mobile
devices.
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Progress Analysis with statistics and graphs – helps research, problem
detection and ahead planning. Can be used for monitoring data, budget,
inventory, etc.
Seed mix calculator, with stored mix data associated to sites for future
reference.
Password protected menus and features, if required.
Printing of tags, signs, labels and other graphical info for site and plant
identification, greenhouse tagging of tubes and pots.
Easy and quick plotting of graphs from site monitoring data.
System test with real users for adjustments and fix bugs.
Instruction manual easy to follow for unexperienced users.
User training.
System designed for metric system.

These specifications and features are present in some similar management
systems available in the market. However, I couldn’t find a product with all
these features aiming the environmental restoration and revegetation market.
Therefore, it’s likely this system and its combined features have potential
to be an useful tool for those involved.
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C.Project Implementation
This project is divided into two parts:



Identify good management practices, procedures and data records are
necessary to be applied on environmental restoration routines in order
to improve work efficiency, restoration success.
Build these practices and procedures into a system or tool widely used
today by workers.

If this project were done 50 years ago, it would be done with a set of
instructions, forms and working procedures. Today, with the widespread use of
computers and internet tools, this is the best way to build the project and
provide a real value added solution for environmental restoration business.
At first glance, it might look this project is just an IT work, but in fact
it has more to do with environmental restoration than IT. The tools used are
available to common Microsoft Users without need of advanced courses.
Project’s Steps.
1. Listing of preliminary system’s specifications, problems to be solved, and
resources needed.
2. Meetings with people involved with restoration works to determine key data
used during restoration management, the system’s features, and set up the
project deliverables.
3. Obtain existing restoration data of projects already underway to include to
the system’s database and test it with real data.
4. Develop a prototype system using Microsoft Access software and accessories
as needed.
5. Testing the system with future users using real data to make any necessary
adjustments.
6. Write an User Manual
7. Train users on how to use the system.

The staff needed for working in this project is one graduate student to do
all of developing project. A restoration ecologist and college professor was
a supervisor and facilitator for interactions with BNRC.
Other restoration workers like a greenhouse manager and student workers
participated in this project to provide data and to give opinions about which
features would help them at work.
Most of time was spent building the database and system screens at MS
Access, which is estimated at 95% of time or more. It involved building of
data tables, input forms, queries, reports, URL tools and links to other
applications like Google Earth.
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After each feature was created, it had to be tested with real or make-up
data to make sure it worked as expected. Countless problems were found, which
amongst my inexperience and lack of knowledge on the matter made the project
duration longer than it should be. Many problems could be solved by searching
solutions in discussion forums, or they had to be circumvented by some other
way. There was no large code building, just some and it was easy for advanced
MS Office users.
The online access for field works was tried using common available tools
like Windows OneDrive or and telecommunication cellular services provided by
major carriers.
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D.System Screens
The following system’s screens show the database features in the approximate
order they appear.
Main menu with choices for screens

When the system is open with MS Access in a computer, the main menu appears
with a set of options available for users.
Here the main categories of features can be accessed by clicking on screen
buttons with the mouse. These buttons are the top of hierarchy tree.
Every button takes to another screen, or thread of screens, except the Close
Database, which stop the application and MS Access.

D.1 Project, Site and Section Management
Clicking on this button:
System Screens7
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A selection screen pops up for choosing Project, Site and Section. Her the
user can choose to add, search or edit projects, sites and sections. Sections
can also be called as Polygons, which is an area within a site. There is also
a task selection for site maintenance.

This system has three tiers for restoration sites:
1. A restoration project, which can have one or more sites
2. A Site, which usually is an area for restoration which can be divided into
different sections for restoration works, for example: north section, south
section, Hill A, Hill B, Lagoon, flats, or whatever division the user chooses
3. A Section, which is a site subdivision, as described above.
The system can be used to manage different projects simultaneously, which is
very usual in this business.
The next figure shows this division as sets.
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D.1.1 Create New Project or Project Search/Edit
By clicking any of these buttons, the system will open a new screen for
Project records. Depending on the button the user clicks, it will take for a
screen where projects can only be created (Create New Project) or a screen
for consult and/or edit existing projects (Project Search/Edit).

Project Screen, where a project is created.

Project Screen data
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This screen automatically assigns a code for every new project. All other
data has to be input by the user. Autonumbered codes are assigned for sites
and sections as well.
The buttons in the top right allow the navigation in project records and
also add, delete, undo and close this screen when the job is done. This same
set of buttons will be available in most of system screens.
The two blanks with binoculars buttons at their left allow the user
search for projects registered with a specific name of for a manager. By
filling a part of the name and clicking, the database will search projects
which match this criteria. The user can then navigate within these results by
clicking the arrows on the top right.
If the user made any change to project data, it will be recorded if
he/she leaves the field or closes the screens.
The way data is added, edited or deleted is the same for all system’s
screens from now on, unless noted. Not all field are mandatory.
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D.1.2 Create New Site or Site Search/Edit
New sites can be created or edited under projects. For a site to exist in the
system, a project needs to be created first. So, before accessing a site
screen the user needs first to select a Project in the combo box, as follows.

After selecting a project, clicking Create a New Site or Site Search/Edit
will take the user for the Section screen. When clicking on Site Search/Edit
only the previously registered sites under the selected project will be shown.








Name: Site Name Determined by user
Project Name: same project pulled out from previous screen
Address, City, State, ZIP and Landowner: General data for administrative
purposes.
Latitude and Longitude data must be entered in decimal degrees and with
positive or negative signals depending if they are N, S, E or W.
The Hyperlink field allows the user set a link to a document, like a site
report or site restoration plan, or to a file folder with several files
within.
The attachment can be used to add files for the database. Hyperlink and
Attachment have similar results. The difference between them is that
Attachment add a file to the MS Access database itself, while the Hyperlink
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only stores to link for a folder or a file in a folder. Therefore, the
Hyperlink is preferred for keeping the database slim and with fast access.

For example, a site map included on the Attachment or Hyperlink can open a
map like this at Google Earth. Green is the whole site area, while the red
patches are sections under restoration works.

Example of plant location map within a site and section. The green dots show
the location of plants to help future site maintenance if the grass grows too
tall.
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Files or folders typed on Hyperlink field are shown on the bottom window. The
example below shows an USDA plant guide PDF file that can be scrolled down
for reading. This field can be an internet link or a local network folder.
If the user chooses to access data for a site already registered in the system,
the key Site Search/Edit should be clicked. A green background screen pops-up
with same data and Budget tab, as follows.
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Under the Site screen there is a Budget Tab. Budgets can be created at Budget
screen (option available at Main Menu) and selected for a site. For a budgets,
the user must use the budget screen. At this site screen the user can only
select and lock a budget to be assigned for a site.

Right click in
any of these
labels to sort

The screen also shows the resource allocation, type, quantity, unit cost,
total cost and grand total. Resources can be sorted by any of the criteria on
the top of the list.
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D.1.3 Create New Section or Section Search/Edit
For the Section (Polygon) screen the user must select the project and site.
When choosing a site, only the sites previously registered under the selected
project will be shown. The same happens when selecting the Section Search/Edit
screen. In this case, only sections already registered under a project and
site will be shown for the user.
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This section screen shows data in different tabs. Sections of a same site can
be found by the record selectors at top right. The Seed Mix tab doesn’t appear
when creating a new section. It is available only at Section Search/Edit, when
editing an existing section.
The same data fields existing for a site are also shown in the Section Data
screen. However, the user has to type them again as a site can have different
access address, coordinates and so on.
There are more data fields in this screen, as follows:






Total area: section area
Climate zone: determines the minimum yearly temperature at this section
according climate hardiness zone map.
Climate: Koppen-Geiger climate classification
Soil: soil type for this section
Comments: any useful information concerning to the site restoration works
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The Section Data screen also has a Land Info tab. More data fields are
available:










KMZ map: insert a KMZ file extension Google Earth link (or ArcView) with
the section map. Google Earth will open when the user clicks on this link.
Additional Google Earth configuration may be required to automate this
feature.
Soil Status: soil conditions, like eroded, contaminated with lead, green
field, and others.
Photos before: link to a folder containing section photos before restoration
works
Photos after: link to a folder containing section photos during and/or after
restoration works.
Planting map: map or sketch with plant locations in the site.
Wildlife: data regarding existing section wildlife, like deer presence,
beavers, birds, frogs.
Fish: fish present at the site.
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Both Wildlife and Fish data can be used to store relevant data for the
restoration project. For example, fauna can harm plants, or fish can prevent
the site from being sprayed with fish-harmful herbicides.


Baseline Plant List: the user can select a baseline plant list for the site
before restoration works start. Every plant species checked will be shown
at the text box below for easy reading.

The third TAB available is used to store Seed Mixes applied to the section.
It supports more than one mix for the same section sowed at different dates
and areas. The data shown in this screen is pulled out from Seed Mix Calculator
screen. Previously stored Seed Mixes (at Seed Mix Calculator) can be selected
at the combo box at top left and saved for this section with area applied,
weight used and sowing date. Several seed mixes can be applied for the same
section, because a restoration project can sow different seed mixes for the
same section over years of restoration works.
System Screens18
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D.2 Site maintenance screen
Site maintenance screen, with scheduled tasks. Task include workers,
description, cost, and some comments to help planning ahead and prevent
resources being forgot.
By setting up workers for each task, they can check their schedules and
assignments for the period and get e-mail warnings.

This screen can be used to set tasks for a section, like monitoring,
maintenance, planting, watering, weeding and others.
Each task is automatically assigned an individual code. The user input
fields are:


Description: What to be done in the site. The system provides a
comprehensive list of tasks to be selected by this combo box.
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Start Date: Date the task should either happen (for short term tasks) or
started.
End Date: Date the task is expected to be completed according user
scheduling.
Employee: Employee responsible to execute the task or the team supervisor
Months: A task can be assigned a monthly recurrence, so every selected month
this task will be shown in a to-do list in the system.

Under each task the user can assign resources for each scheduled task. The
resources can be labor, tools, supplies, fuel, etc. So, the employee in charge
of this task can have an idea of what should be taken to the section, and the
estimated resources to be spend on each specific task. It helps keep control
of the budget and do not spend more than planned.
The user starts selecting the type of resource, then the resource’s
description. At this point the system will autofill the cost per unit and the
unit for this resource.
In the next step the user types the quantity of the resource to be assigned
for this task and clicks on the Save button. Assigned resources can also be
browsed, edited and deleted with the buttons in the same area.
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D.3 Resource Configuration

For the resources to be selected to a budget or to a task, they need to be
created first in the system, so they can applied throughout all database
screens.
Resources fall into categories for easy sorting and search, and statistical
calculation as well.

The resources require some data to be sorted and selected at other system’s
screens.







Type of resource: It’s the category of the resource. It helps finding the
resource amongst many available in the system and allows breakdown
calculations when doing budgets.
Description: name of the resource to be created
Suppliers: organizations, business or people which can provide the resource
Unit: The measuring unit the resource is supplied, like Kg for sugar,
man/hour for labor, gallons for liquids. They system can store the same
resource in different units, like pot mix in kg and ton, or cubic meter.
Resources in different units will be different records.
InStock: The user may control the inventory for a resource, if needed.
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Cost per Unit: The unit cost is required to perform budget calculations. It
should include an estimate of taxes, fees and labor taxes for man/power. It
should be the final cost to be paid by the user.
Comments: this field can be used to store any extra information about the
resource, like specifications, special instructions for purchasing, handling
or storage, etc.
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D.4 Plant Species – New and Search/Edit
This screen is used to store data for plant species. The user can either
register new plant species in the database or search/edit existing plant
records.
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Plant Code: Autonumbered code assigned for plant species registered in the
database. No user action required.
Six Letter Code: USDA six letter code for easier plant species identification
Scientific Name: Scientific Name of plant species
Common Name: popular name of plant species
Planting Method: Pot, seedling, sowing, saplings,
Plant type: tree, shrub, forb, graminoid
Plant Hardiness: classification of minimum yearly temperature the plant can
withstand
Plant period start: start of planting season for this plant
Plant period start: end of planting season for this plant
Weeding months: Months when weeding is recommended to encourage good
survival rates and growth
Seeds per Kilogram: data used for Seed Mix Calculator. Provided by USDA or
other reliable sources
Datasheet: link to internet or network drive file, which can redirect the
user for a plant datasheet or other useful information
Photo: link to internet or network drive file containing BMP photo for plant
species. It helps identify how the plant species looks like during field
work.
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D.5 Monitoring Data
The Restoration Management
different types of forms:




System

can

record

monitoring

data

in

three

BRES Form
MTech Form
Population Statistics

The data can be typed at desktop computers, notebooks in the field with
internet and VPN access, and, for the Population Statistics Form, also in
tablets without internet access for later data upload by the user.
The main screen for monitoring data allows the user to select parameters for
adding new data or search previously stored data and ask the system to plot
graphs or make reports.
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The user can select the project, site and section to add data and click on
the Add Buttons for each type of form. The combo drop down lists will only
show sites under the previously select project, and sections under previously
selected sites. Therefore, the user must first select a project, then a site,
and a section at the last.
If searching for monitoring data the user must select project, site and section
and click on search. If the user is looking for monitoring data of a specific
date, then the date field should be filled. Then the user can click on the
search button for whatever form he/she wants.
For soil cover graph and plant species statistics graph, the user must select
also the date range and the plant species to be plotted.
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BRES Monitoring Form cover stores monitoring data chosen by Butte Remediation
and Evaluation System.

The user can either type or select the data found during field work to register
it to the database.
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To Add a new population monitoring, the user must select a project, site and
section first, then Click at Add Section Population Batch. The following
screen will be shown.
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A Batch Name (Batch 1, for example) and a Planting Date must be input to start
a new population batch.
The system requires counting plant population in batches because planting can
be repeated over time in a restoration project, and every time a section is
planted, it may have different species and/or the same species planted before.
Different section can have batches with same name, for example, several
sections may have a planting batch named Batch 3.
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Plant species and their starting population can be typed in the list, where
“Arnica genus” is listed. It’s not needed type them in order, like planting
date or alphabetical plant species order. The system will organize this data
when necessary.
When add new population monitoring data to an existing batch, the button
Search Section Population to Monitor should be clicked. It opens a new screen
which allows data from all batches related to the selected section to be open.
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The user must select the batch to receive new data in the top left combo
box. The screen will show the planting date for each batch after selection.
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After selecting the Batch (in the example Batch 3), all previously stored data
is shown in table style. To plot a plant species population over time, choose
the plant species on the right combo box and click in the Plot Chart Button.
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A column chart is plotted with section, batch, plant species, number of
plants planted in the section and the most recent population monitored. The
system also calculates de survival rate over the period.
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When clicking on the MTech Monitoring Forms, the systems opens a monitoring
form used for general restoration purposes. It has several parameters present
in other form, like general site info, but also more data for the soil cover.
It’s usually applied for quadrant monitoring.
Plant species found in this monitoring can be registered at the left table,
with scientific name, percent coverage and number of individuals found on each
quadrant.
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The soil Cover Monitoring Graph plots data from quadrant monitoring over time
for the selected section.
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The Plant Species Monitoring Graph plots both the Individuals number in
quadrants and percentage of soil coverage for the species.
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D.6 Plant Batchs At Greenhouse
This screen can be used to manage plant batches in nurseries, greenhouses or
orchards. It helps tracking the plant origin since seed collection location,
seed bag in stock and the final planting spot.
As many state regulation require planting of native species with local origin
to best fit climate and genetic issues, only a careful tracking of origin and
destination can assure the restoration project complies with legal
requirements.

The user may search plant batches according plant species, on the combo box
in the top and click in the magnifier glass button.
To enter a new plant batch, click on the new record button and the system will
open a completely empty plant batch screen to enter data.
System Screens37
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The data fields are:











Batch ID: This field is autonumbered by the system to give an unique ID for
the plant batch.
Initial Quantity: The initial number of good planting tubes or saplings in
the starting of the batch.
Pot Size: Type of pot used for this batch, like 10 cu in pot, 1 gallon pot,
etc.
Date Planted: Planting date for this batch
Quantity after winter: plants aliver after overwintering
Quantity available: most recent quantity of live plants in this batch good
for planting.
Date Last Update: Date when the quantity available was updated after
inventory counting.
Seed Origin: Place from where the seeds or saplings came from to make this
batch, as registered at the Seed Collection Location screen. It will show
as options only the places registered for the plant species chosen
Seed Bag: Seed bag in the Seed Stock from where the seeds came from to plant
this batch. Only the seed bags registered in Seed Stock for the selected
plant species will be shown as options.
Comments: general information data field

This screen has also a Tasks for a Batch area, where the user can schedule
tasks for this batch in the same way tasks are assigned for Sections under
restoration. The fields are:









Task Code: unique identifier for this task. This value is autonumbered by
the system
Batch for this Task: Batch which this task is assigned for
Task Description: what should be done in this batch
Scheduled Task Date: date the task should be executed
Start Date and End Date: Determine a period for continuous tasks
Completion Date: Date when the task was completed
Employee: employee in charge of this task
Comments: general information field

This screen can also be used to allocate plants of this batch for a Section
under restoration. The user must select the Project, Site and Section, then
type the quantity of plants to be allocated for the section and click the
button Allocate Plants to Section.
At this point, the system will reduce the amount of plants available in this
batch, reducing the field Quantity Available. The system blocks allocations
when the quantity available would be less than zero plants.
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The Allocation Summary area show all allocations made for this batch. The user
can browse through allocations by clicking the arrows in the bottom of this
area.
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D.7 Facility / Equipment Task Set Up
This screen can be used to schedule and control tasks for facilities like a
greenhouse, orchard, laboratory and other buildings operated by the user and
organization. It can also be used to schedule maintenance tasks for equipment,
like oil change for trucks, preventive maintenance of sprinklers, lawnmowers,
water pumps, calibration of scales and other instruments, etc.

System Screens40
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The user can either enter new tasks, or modify and reschedule existing tasks,
edit the resources needed. Search options can be chosen at the top of the
screen:

Task list shown can be filtered by facility it should occur, description, due
date. The user can also search for tasks incompletes by a certain date,
completed by a date, or incomplete at the current day. This last one can be
chosen by just clicking a check box to update data in this screen.
Every time a task is completed, its completion date should be registered in
the system, so it will not show up anymore unless the user chooses to see it
by unchecking the Incomplete Today check box.
Each new task is automatically assigned an individual code. The user input
fields are:










Facility: Which facility or equipment the task is assigned for.
Description: What to be done in the facility or equipment. The system
provides a comprehensive list of tasks to be selected by this combo box.
Task Date: Date the task is due.
Start Date: Date the task should start, for continuous tasks.
End Date: Date the task is expected to be completed according user
scheduling.
Employee: Employee in charge of the task or the team supervisor
Months: A task can be assigned a monthly recurrence, so every selected month
this task will be shown in a to-do list in the system.
Comments: general information data field
Completion Date: Date when the task was completed.

Under each task the user can assign resources. The resources can be labor,
tools, supplies, fuel, etc. So, the employee in charge of this task can have
an idea of what should be taken to the facility, and the estimated resources
to be spend on each specific task. It helps keep control of the budget and do
not spend more than planned.
The user starts selecting the type of resource, then the resource’s
description. At this point the system will autofill the cost per unit and the
unit for this resource.
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In the next step the user types the quantity of the resource to be assigned
for this task and clicks on the Save button. Assigned resources can also be
browsed, edited and deleted with the buttons in the same area.

D.8 Send Notification e-Mails
This screen is used to search for tasks under criteria like employee in
charge, date the task is due, or tasks within a date interval.

When selecting an employee in the combo box and clicking on the button Tasks
for Employee by Date, the database will search for tasks assigned for this
employee and make a printable report, like the next example.
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This report shows tasks due on the selected date for the selected employee,
regardless if they are for facilities, sections of plant batches. It can be
printed by clicking at the printer icon at top right corner.
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This report shows tasks due on the selected date, regardless if they are for
facilities, sections of plant batches. It can be printed by clicking at the
printer icon at top right corner.
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This report shows tasks due between (and including) the selected dates,
regardless if they are for facilities, sections of plant batches. It can be
printed by clicking at the printer icon at top right corner.
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When clicking to the button

The system will send an e-Mail for a previously set e-mail will all task due
at the current day. To configure this feature, the user has to enable MS
Access Add In for Microsoft Outlook and configure MS Outlook for an e-mail
account. Users may need help for IT professionals to set up this feature.
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D.10 Seed Mix Calculator

This screen allows the user to easy calculate seed mixes and store mixes for
future use. It can have up to 15 types of seeds, which can be selected at
Species combo boxes at left.
The user can browse through previously stored mixes or create a new one by
using the buttons at top right corner.
To create a new mix, click on the New button. Write a seed mix name (it should
be different from the already stored mixes). Type a date and choose a seed
density at Desired Seeds/m2.
Select up to fifteen types of plant species. Only graminoids and forbs will
be shown as an option. After selecting a plant species, the database will pull
out data for the Seeds/Kg, if previously available at Plant Database.
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The user writes the percentage and the system calculates the Kg/ha, Kg/section
(if a section is selected in the combo box), and Kg/Section for a user set
area at the rightmost column. The user can write a specific area to calculate
how much seed mix would be necessary.
When typing the percentages, make sure their sum do not totalize more than
100%.
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D.11 Seed Collection Locations

This screen is used to store seed, plant and saplings collection locations to
track their origin when planting in restoration projects and plan seed
collection works for future years. With seed collection locations readly
available, it won’t be necessary drive for long time searching for seed bank
spots. It helps to create genetic diversity on restoration projects by choosing
different plant origin spots to be transferred to restoration project. When
using local specimens, the manager can choose plants and seeds from different
seed origins to make a diverse mix to sites under restoration. Therefore,
restored site can have both local native species and diverse gene pool.
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Species found: Name of plant species found in this seed collection location
Area: user defined area name
Landowner: person or organization which owns the area.
Address, City, State, ZIP: information for travel planning
Latitude, Longitude: coordinates to easily find the seed collection
location.
KMZ map: a Google Earth KMZ file can be added for easy visualization
Photos: site photos
Climate: Koppen-Geiger climate classification
Soil: type of soil
Wildlife: details about wildlife present at the site
Fish: details about fish present at the site
Access Restrictions: data about how to enter and collect materials from this
site.
Disturbance: human or natural site disturbance relevant for seed collection
purposes, like cattle presence, campground nearby, construction works,
lumber extraction
Comments: general information data field.

Data entered in this screen will be used in other system screens, like Plant
Batch and Seed Stock screens.
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D.12 Seed Inventory

Seed inventory can be registered at this screen to keep track of seed stock.
It can assign unique number for labeling seed bags, record when the seeds of
a seed bag where collected in the field and where they where collected.
Seed bags can be searched by plant species and year of collection. To browse,
add or edit the records just click on the buttons located at top right corner.









Seed Bag Number: unique number assigned by the system for the seed bag
Plant Species: seed plant species
Date of Collection: date the seeds where collected at the field
Origin Place: Seed Collection location as registered at Seed Collection
Location Screen. Only the locations registered for the chosen plant species
will be shown as options.
Weight: mass of seed available in the seed bag
Seed Status: current status of the seed, like collected, cleaned or treated
Update Date: date of the last status, weight and data update for this bag
Comments: general information data field.
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Reports can be printed for all seed stock or for a single plant species,
according user selection.
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D.13 Germination Tests

Prior to treating seeds and/or planting a batch, germination tests are required
to determine if the seeds are ready for sowing. Statistical data can be
collected and used as information and guideline for planting process.
Tests can be added by clicking at Input Data on Test. Existing test data can
be searched by typing the plant species scientific name or a Test ID.



Germ Test ID: unique ID number for each test. It’s autonumbered by the
system.
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Plant Species: scientific name for the plant species seed under test
Seed Bag Tested: Seed bag in stock from where the seeds came from
% Germinated: percentage of seeds germinated during test
Seed Quantity: Seed quantity tested
Total Germinated: total of germinated seeds during test
Year collected: Year the seed was collected
Initial Date: Test starting date

A graph is plotted with test data by clicking at Plot Graph button.
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D.14 Budget
Budget screens are used to start new budgets, search, edit an assign them to
sites under restoration. Budgets are linked to sites, so a single project with
several sites can have individual budgets for every site. However, the user
can’t assign individual budgets for each section. This is because a site may
have one or more section inside it and restoration works in a site can’t be
totally separated for each section. Every time a restoration professional or
team goes to a site, usually he or she looks for the entire site and its
sections, transportation costs are shared, etc.

If starting a new budget, the user should select a project and a site in the
combo boxes than click in Start new budget button.
If searching for a previously stored budget, select project and site and then
click in search. Budgets under these criteria can be browsed by the arrow
buttons in the bottom.
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To edit a budget, search and select its number and click Edit Budget.
After clicking Start new budget, the database will show the next screen.

A budget is made of several different resources to be spent in a site.
Therefore, this screen is used to add resources and calculate their extended
and total cost. Resources select come from Resource configuration screen. Only
previously registered resources will be






Budget code: unique autonumbered code assigned for this budget
Type: Type of resource to be added to this budget, like labor, tools, fuel.
Description: Name of the resource to be used.
Cost per unit: Unit cost of the resource
Unit: unit the resource is measured
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Quantity: user determined quantity of resource to be used
Total: extended cost for this resource. Unit price x quantity
Grand Total: Sum of all extended costs in this budget

After choosing the resource and quantity, click on Add Item to Budget to add
this resource to the budget. It will be transferred to the bottom resource
list and the selection fields will be cleared.

The Grand Total will be updated every time a new resource is added to the
list.
When editing budgets, the same screen will be show for adding, editing or
delete resources in budgets.
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The next screen shot shows a detailed budget.
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The user can get a breakdown of resources spent on a site as registered on
Site Maintenance screens by clicking on Expenditures button.

This button will open another selection menu, as follows:
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By clicking on Expenditures by site, it will return the total expenditures so
far for the selected site.

By clicking on Expenditures by section, a breakdown of expenditures by section
will be shown.

By clicking on Expenditures by Type a breakdown of expenditures will be shown
according resource types.

By selecting a facility and time interval, the user can get a breakdown of
expenditures, by date, for each facility.
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D.15 Plant Calculator

This screen can be used to calculate the quantity of plants to be planted in
a section using square shaped pattern. Select project, site and section with
the combo boxes and the database will automatically fill the section area in
square meters, as it is registered in the Section screen.
In the left column, choose a plant spacing distance for each type of plants,
like trees, shrubs, forbs and grasses and the system will calculate how many
specimens will be necessary to fill the section.
The same calculation can be performed for a user set area in the right column.
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Final results can be printed by clicking the top right corner button.
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D.16 Stratification Tests

This screen can be used either to register and search for seed stratification
tests. The user can add a new test by clicking on the New Record button, or
search test by plant species or start and end test date.








Test ID: Unique test identifier autonumbered by the system
Plant 6 Digit Code: USDA 6 digit code for plant species under test
Plant species: field filled according user selection of 6 digit code
Start Date: starting date for stratification test
End Date: end date for stratification test
Test #Days: test duration time in days
Comments: general Information Data field
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D.17 Cut Tests

The Cut Tests Screen is used to store data about survival rate of cuttings
used for planting.
Using the top buttons the user can add, browse or delete records.
Cut test data can be found by searching for plant species of percentage of
survival rate in the shaded area.





Test ID: unique test ID number assigned by the system
Plant Code: Six digit USDA plant code chosen by the user for the plant
species under test
% Survival: user entered percentage of survival rate
Plant Species: plant species of cuts filled by the system according user
selected six letter code
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D.20 Settings

The Settings menu option opens this screen, which takes the user for database
internal tables with configuration settings. These tables store some key data
used throughout many screens and should be accessed by the system manager only.
For example, the system manager will have to update employees’ list over time,
add new resource types, add or remove facilities, create new task descriptions or
add resource measuring units not included in the first software release.
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D.20.A Employee screen

This screen can be used to edit the employee listing as needed. The Active Employee
Checkbox, if left unchecked, blocks the employee from being assigned for tasks.
It’s an useful feature for vacations, leaves or lay off.




Employee Code: employee ID for the organization
Name: Employee full name
Active Employee: check box to determine if the employee is currently
eligible to be assigned tasks to.

D.20.B Resource type
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D.20.C Resource Unit Types

D.20.D Facilities / Equipment List

D.20.E Task description
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E. Project Benefits
The Restoration Management System can benefit the restoration projects in
Butte by improving data management which, therefore, will lead to a better
efficiency on restoration projects. This goal can be met by adopting the
following resources this system provides:








Store all relevant data regarding projects in a single source will make it
easier to search and find information.
Multi-user database will help disseminating information for those who need
access project data, preventing long waiting time for searching documents.
Improve the efficiency of field maintenance tasks by providing necessary
information on-site to abide them to the best practice rules.
Keeping track of maintenance tasks, measure results, find mistakes and
addressing them quickly will increase the success rate of projects.
Providing updated statistics to demonstrate project results and evolution
over time, to help decision-making.
Pro-active system, which identifies scheduled tasks and issues service
orders.
Save working time, save labor costs, save resources and money. Provide more
restoration with less funds, which means more public support.
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